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Note : Answer from both the Sections as directed. The figures in the

Section-A
1. Answer the questions in Brief:

(a) Oenne unit cells?

(b) What do you mean by reciprocal lattice?
(c) Define colour centres in ionic crystals?

(d) Wnat is screw dislocation?

(e) Wnat do you mean by Fermi-surface?
(f) Write down the expression for effective mass?

(g) Oenne susceptibility?
(h) Define magnetoresistance phenomenon?

0 Wtrat do you mean by exchange interaction?

0 oenne magnons.

2. Write short notes on any five of the following:-
(a) ivtilter indices. (b) Burger vector. (c) fignt no

Answer all question.
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(d) Bragg's law.

(h) Effective Mass

tion the structure of

ding.

(e) Neel Temperature. (f) Curie Weiss law. (g) Bloch's ell.

Section-B

UNIT-I

15x4:60

3. What do you mean by Bravais lattice? Explain two and th dimensional Bravais
lattice with diagram and examples.

OR
Define X-Ray diffraction and explain one method of
single crystal using X-Rays.

UNIT-II
4. What do understand by crystal Imperfections? Classify th by order of their geometry.

OR
What do you meant by dislocations? Obtain an expressi for equilibrium
concentration of vacancies at a given temperature in a m

UNIT-III
crystal?

5. Describe the method of De-Hass van alphen effect for m the Fermi-surface in detail.
OR

Discuss the problem of an electron moving in periodic
energy gap in semiconductor.

UNIT-IV

tial? Explain the occurence of

6. Explain Hiesenberg exchange interaction? How it explain ferromagnetism and

obtain Bloch T] law?
OR

Explain two detail concepts of ferromagnetic domains and d ss horv it is experimentally verified


